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Thanks A: You can remove the spaces inside str.replace.
>>> s = 'Hello.. This is a test' >>> s.replace(' ', '')
'Hello.This is a test' Japanese teen Sana was caught

masturbating in her car along with her dog... and the dog
began wagging its tail in obvious approval of the sexy

teen and her perverted activities. Sana is a very
attractive teen with silky brown hair and glasses. In this
very short video, she's approached by this one stud who
wants to try something really nasty with her. He takes
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her to a secluded spot in her car, and he quickly takes off
his pants to reveal his huge cock. Sana then starts

playing with her teen pussy, rubbing her panties down to
her asshole. When that's not enough, she gets out of the
car and goes full-throttle on her rock hard dick. She can't
help it when she's horny, and she can't resist letting her
dog join in on the fun as well. They both start licking and
sucking on each other's dicks and then Sana takes over

and rides the dog's dick as she continues to get her
teenage pussy eaten. After several more lewd and

delicious orgasms from her and her new friend, they both
lay in the dirt, side by side, as Sana rubs her clit all over

his semi-hard cock. As soon as it begins to get hard
again, she stuffs her teen pussy down on it, and then
they both start to squirt all over the ground, making a
sexy mochi that her canine lover will have to eat when

he gets back home. Sana's pet dog is a huge
improvement on her last sex tape, and you'll enjoy

watching it on the site, as will she. Q: Verifying integral
of a function from $(0,1)$ to $(0,1)$ using length of the
image Let $f$ be a function from $(0,1)$ to itself. If $f$

satisfies $\int\limits_0^1 f(x)dx=0$, prove that
$l(f((0,1))) \leq 2$. I tried to get an estimate for

$l(f((0,1)))$ with multiple approaches, but the proofs
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